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Abstract
Replication has been successfully employed and practiced
to ensure high data availability in large-scale distributed
storage systems. However, with the relentless growth of gen-
erated and collected data, replication has become expensive
not only in terms of storage cost but also in terms of network
cost and hardware cost. Traditionally, erasure coding (EC) is
employed as a cost-efficient alternative to replication when
high access latency to the data can be tolerated. However,
with the continuous reduction in its CPU overhead, EC is
performed on the critical path of data access. For instance,
EC has been integrated into the last major release of Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) which is the primary storage
backend for data analytic frameworks (e.g., Hadoop, Spark,
etc.). In this work, we measure and compare the performance
of data accesses in HDFS under both replication and EC. Our
analysis indicates that EC is a feasible solution for data-
intensive applications and it can outperform replication in
many scenarios. Furthermore, we demonstrate that it is the
block placement algorithm in HDFS that mostly impacts the
performance under EC.

Keywords: Erasure coding, HDFS, Performance evaluation

1 Introduction
Replication has been successfully employed and practiced to
ensure high data availability in large-scale distributed stor-
age systems [17, 27, 35]. Moreover, replication can be lever-
aged to improve data access performance under high load.
While important, replication becomes very expensive [18,
30, 34, 41], not only in terms of storage cost (given the rapid
growth in data size – IDS estimates data to grow from 64.2
ZettaByte (ZB) in 2020 to 181 ZB by 2025 [32]) but also in
terms of network cost (half of all cross-rack traffic is attrib-
uted to replication traffic in production clusters at Facebook
andMicrosoft [11]) and hardware cost (expensive high-speed
storage devices, i.e., SSDs and DRAMs, are increasingly de-
ployed in storage systems to meet low latency data-intensive
applications [22]).
While already popular for archived data in peer-to-peer

systems [23, 33] and cold data [19, 28], in recent years, era-
sure coding (EC) has been progressively performed on the
critical path of data access [31, 39]. For example, EC has
been employed in in-memory storage systems on cached
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(hot) data [31]. The main reasons of such an adoption are
that (1) EC can provide the same fault tolerance guarantee as
replication but with much lower storage cost [33], and (2) the
cost of data encoding and decoding is progressively reduced,
thanks to the release of storage acceleration libraries, e.g.,
ISA-L [5], that allow EC operations to run at CPU speed (e.g.,
encoding throughput using only a single core is 5.3 GB/s for
Intel Xeon Processor E5-2650 v4 [21]).

As a natural result of such an adoption, EC has been inte-
grated in Hadoop Distributed File System since its last major
release [18] (i.e., HDFS 3.0.0). HDFS is the primary storage
back-end for data analytic frameworks (e.g., Hadoop [2],
Spark [3], Flink [1], etc.). Several studies have been con-
ducted to understand the performance of MapReduce ap-
plications under EC (with contiguous and striped data lay-
outs [12, 13, 36, 40]), reduce the data reconstruction times
under failures [26], and improve data locality [24, 25]. For
example, Darrous et al. [13] provide an in-depth study on
the impact of EC with striped data layout on the task run-
times and MapReduce application performances under dif-
ferent system configurations (e.g., HDD, DRAM, 1 Gbps and
10 Gbps network, etc.). Although important, the aforemen-
tioned studies target MapReduce applications – where the
clients (i.e., the tasks) reside inside Hadoop cluster and are
processing the data – and do not consider multi-tenant stor-
age systems.

In an effort to complement existing efforts on understand-
ing the performance of data-intensive applications under
EC, in this paper, we study the performance of (concurrent)
data accesses (write and read applications) under erasure
coding and replication in a complementary and contrast ap-
proach. We experimentally study their behaviors through
extensive micro-benchmarks on the Grid’5000 [9] testbed.
We report our findings pertaining to the performance of
write and read applications when varying the size of data
and the number of concurrent accesses. Our results show
that the write throughput under EC approaches that under
replication and even outperforms it under high concurrency.
Moreover, EC – by leveraging parallel reads from multiple
disks – can deliver a 4.95x higher throughput than replica-
tion for a single read. However, under high concurrent reads,
the performance of EC is impacted by the imbalanced load
across nodes. We hope that the insights drawn from this
paper will enable a better understanding of the performance
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of data-intensive applications under EC and motivate fur-
ther research in adopting and optimizing EC in distributed
storage systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2, we present how EC is implemented in HDFS. The
experimental methodology is explained in Section 3. Sec-
tion 4 presents the experiments under write operation while
Section 5 presents the different sets of experiments under
read operation. Section 6 discusses the related work. Finally,
Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 Erasure codes in HDFS
EC was officially integrated into HDFS in 2018, in the third
major release of Hadoop ecosystem [18]. Hadoop commu-
nity has adopted the XOR and Reed-Solomon erasure codes
(RS) with striped layout (i.e., one logical block is represented
physically by (𝑛) chunks – usually distributed on multiple
disks – and then used to compute (𝑘) parity chunks. Accord-
ingly, any (𝑛) out of (𝑛 +𝑘) chunks is sufficient to rebuild the
original data block). EC with striped layout is efficient for
small files [18] which are prominent in data-intensive clus-
ters [16, 29], and requires less memory overhead when en-
coding and decoding data. To reduce the metadata overhead,
every 𝑛 blocks – belonging to the same file – are grouped
into an EC group. Blocks of the same EC group are usually
placed on the same set of nodes. EC policy is defined by a
scheme and the size of striping cell. The scheme consists of
the number of data and parity chunks alongside the code
algorithms (XOR and Reed-Solomon are supported). The
striping cell size determines the granularity of data access
and buffer size (1 MB by default). The default policy un-
der EC is “RS-6-3-1024k”, which means that Reed-Solomon
(RS) codes are used with 6 data chunks and 3 parity chunks
and the encoding/decoding operations are performed with a
striping cell of 1 MB.

3 Methodology Overview
We conducted a set of experiments to assess the impact of
data access pattern and concurrent data access when HDFS
operates under replication (REP) and erasure coding (EC).

3.1 Testbed
Our experiments were conducted on the French scientific
testbed Grid’5000 [9] at the site of Nantes. Two clusters –
Econome and Ecotype – are used for the experiments with
21 and 40 machines, respectively. Each machine is equipped
with two Intel Xeon E5-2660 8-core processors, 64 GB of
main memory, and one disk drive (HDD) at 7.2k RPM with
1 TB. The machines of each cluster are connected by 10 Gbps
Ethernet network. The two TORs switches of both clusters
are connected with four 40 Gbps links. The machines run
64-bit Debian stretch Linux with Java 8 and Hadoop 3.0.0
installed. All the experiments have been done in isolation

on the testbed, with no interference originated from other
users. Econome runs HDFS (one node hosts the NameNode
(NN) and the remaining 20 nodes act as DataNodes (DNs))
while Ecotype hosts the clients. To exclude the impact of the
local disks at the client side, we store the dataset in the main
memory.

3.2 HDFS configuration
HDFS block size is set to 256 MB (similar to [15, 37]) and the
replication factor is set to 3 (default value). For EC, we use
the default EC policy in HDFS, i.e., 𝑅𝑆 (6, 3) scheme with a
cell size of 1 MB.

3.3 Benchmarks
We used the read and write operations to measure the perfor-
mance of HDFS. These operations are issued from the clients
using the HDFS commands hadoop fs -get and hadoop
fs -put, respectively. The test files are generated by the dd
command from /dev/urandom as an input source.

3.4 Metrics
The throughput at the client side is the main metric used to
measure the performance of read/write operations from/to
HDFS. For one client, it is the amount of data read/written
per second. In the case of concurrent reads and writes (by
multiple clients), the average throughput per client is shown
alongside the standard deviation of the clients’ throughput.
We also profile disk and network I/O of the nodes using

the python library psutil [6] version 5.4.8.

4 Cost of Adding New Data
4.1 Write dataflow in HDFS
Why studying the write performance under EC? Data
is generated at an extreme rate. To benefit from this data,
it is usually stored - and then analyzed - in data-intensive
clusters. Recent studies revealed that hundreds of terabytes
of data are ingested every day in data-intensive clusters [11].
Those data, known as data inputs, vary significantly in their
sizes. For example, traces from productionHadoop cluster [4]
reveal that the size of input data varies from 3 GB to 13 TB.
Furthermore, these input data are populated frequently by
multiple concurrent users and applications. For example, one
computation requires 150 pipelined jobs to complete [15];
hence, the output of a job is used as an input for the later
one. This motivates us to study the cost of adding data under
erasure coding compared to replication. We further study the
impact of concurrency on the performances of both erasure
coding and replication.
What is the impact of EC on write performance?Writes
are pipelined under replication (i.e., the client sends the data
block to the first node which, in turn, pipelines it to the
second and then the third). However, under EC, the client
encodes the data and then writes the data and parity chunks
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(a) Write one file per client
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(b)Write 5 files by 5 clients
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(c)Write 40 files by 40 clients
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Figure 1.Write under REP and EC.

directly to all the nodes in parallel. This parallelism can
provide higher throughput but results in more data sent by
the client stressing the link between the clients and the HDFS
cluster. Regardless of the HDFS storage policy, the client
splits the file into blocks equal to the HDFS configured block
size. Under replication, and for each block, the client contacts
the NN to get a list of DNs equal to the replication factor
(e.g., 3 nodes for 3-way replication) to write the block to. The
client streams each block to the first DN in the corresponding
list which in turn pipelines the data to the second one and
so on.
On the other hand, the write dataflow under EC is a bit

different; for𝑅𝑆 (6, 3), after splitting the file into blocks, every
6 blocks are grouped into an EC group. For each EC group,
the client contacts the NN to get a list of 9 DNs. To encode
this group of blocks, the blocks are encoded sequentially;
each block is split into cells (e.g., 1 MB), then the client
encodes every 6 cells to generate 3 parity cells. The client
sends these 9 cells to the 9 DNs, and then continues to do the
same with the remaining cells, and repeats the same process
for the remaining blocks in the group. Then, do the same for
the remaining EC groups. In conclusion, three (number of
replicas) DNs will be contributing to a write operation at a
time under REP, while 9 DNs (𝑛 + 𝑘) will be simultaneously
writing data under EC. It is important to mention that blocks
are written sequentially to HDFS (the second block is sent
once the first block is completely stored in a DN, persisted
in disk or buffered in the memory). Moreover, when the
data is stored completely in all DNs (at least buffered in the
memory), the write operation is considered successful.

4.2 Results of single write
Figure 1a shows the write throughput of one client with
different file sizes. The write throughput is 1.11x to 1.3x
higher under REP compared to EC when increasing the file
sizes from 256 MB to 20 GB, respectively.
When writing 20 GB file, REP achieves 363 MB/s write

throughput, while EC obtains a throughput of 277 MB/s
which is 76% of the throughput under REP. This can be ex-
plained due to the larger amount of data which is sent from

the client to HDFS in EC (i.e., 30 GB accounts for the origi-
nal and parity data) compared to REP (i.e., 20 GB) and the
“low cost” data pipelining under REP. First, data stays in the
buffers of the DNs when received from the client or pipelined
from other DNs, hence, it is not synchronized to disks di-
rectly. As a result, data transfer time – to HDFS – strongly
depends on the amount of data sent to the cluster. Given
that the throughputs of inter-cluster traffic (network traffic
between the clients and the HDFS cluster) are 444 MB/s and
399 MB/s under EC and REP respectively, the file under EC
takes 35% more time to be transferred to HDFS compared to
REP (the difference in transfer times between EC and REP is
clearer when increasing the file size). Second, (buffered) data
can be pipelined as soon as they reach the first DN because
the intra-cluster (data transferred inside the HDFS cluster)
throughput is almost two times the inter-cluster throughput
(i.e., intra-cluster throughput is 801 MB/s), thus replicating
(transferring) data inside the cluster does not introduce an
extra cost. Finally, more data is persisted to disk under REP
compared to EC (i.e., 21 GB under EC while it is 29 GB under
REP); which in turn slightly slows down the write operation
under REP.
Note that, by default, Hadoop client utilizes only one

thread to send the data and therefore the inter-cluster through-
put may not be fully utilized. In case of REP, data is commu-
nicated between two nodes only and thus the inter-cluster
throughput is limited to 399 MB/s. In case of EC, despite that
the client is sending data to 9 DNs, inter-cluster throughput
is limited to 444 MB/s because only one core is responsible
for encoding and sending data (in case of 20 GB, we observe
that one core is always at 100% utilization).

Observation 1. Unlike under replication, more data (i.e.,
parity data) goes from the client to HDFS cluster under
EC. This extra parity data (0.5x of the original data in our
configuration) results in a loss of throughput compared
to replication as data are pipelined (replicated) inside the
cluster with minimal cost.
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Figure 2. Disk, inter-network and intra-network throughput for concurrent writing of 5 GB files by 40 clients.

4.3 Results of concurrent writes
When increasing the number of concurrent clients to 5, EC
starts to approach the throughput of REP (Figure 1b). Inter-
estingly, with 40 clients, EC has a throughput 2 times that
of REP for files equal and larger than 5 GB as depicted in
Figure 1c.
In case of writing 5 GB files by 40 concurrent clients,

REP achieves 32 MB/s write throughput, while EC obtains
a throughput of 83 MB/s which is 2.59x higher than the
throughput under REP. Disks are saturated under both EC
and REP (the average disk throughput is 110MB/s and 124MB/s,
respectively). As more data is persisted to disks under REP
compared to EC (i.e., 464.4 GB under REP while it is 160.5 GB
under EC), writing data to disks under EC is almost 2.5 times
faster. On the other hand, the throughput of the intra-cluster
network is low (i.e., 183 MB/s to 233 MB/s when the files are
larger or equal to 5 GB), thus write performance will further
degrade under REP. The low disk and intra-cluster perfor-
mances will limit the arrival rate of data to HDFS cluster
under REP (the arrival rate is 1162 MB/s under REP com-
pared to 4535 MB/s under EC). As shown in Figure 2, the
network performance (inter and intra) drops once the buffers
are filled and data starts to be synchronized to disks while
still not completely replicated (transferred) to other DNs.
To further explain the impact of concurrency on the per-

formance of write under both EC and REP, Figure 1d shows
the aggregated write throughput when writing a data set of
100 GB while varying the number of clients and therefore the
files sizes. When the number of concurrent clients is 5, REP
achieves a throughput of 1410 MB/s while it is 1340 MB/s
under EC. The aggregated throughputs increase by 1.94x
and 3.25x when increasing the number of clients to 10 and
20 clients under EC, respectively. This increase is mainly
due to the increase in the inter-cluster throughputs; On the
other hand, the aggregated throughputs increase 1.2x and
1.5x under replication when increasing the number of clients
to 10 and 20 clients, respectively. Here, the high cost of data
pipelining limits the scalability of HDFS under REP when
increasing the number of clients. Specifically, buffers un-
der replication are filled faster (original data and replicated

data) compared to EC. Thus, the arrival rate of data to a DN
is limited by the disk throughput (125 MB/s under EC and
128 MB/s under REP). However, as a DN under replication is
receiving data from the clients and from other DNs, this will
reduce the inter-cluster throughput and prolong the writing
time under REP compared to EC.

Observation 2. Under concurrent writes, in contrast to
under EC, the performance of write workloads under repli-
cation is limited by the intra-cluster transfer and disk con-
tention (as in total, the amount of written data is larger un-
der REP compared to EC). Hence, due to the high network
and memory cost of data pipelining, EC can even outper-
form replication – under heavy concurrent writes. This gap
is more obvious for large files (e.g., in our experiments, the
throughput under EC is at least 2x the throughput achieved
under replication when 20 clients are writing 10 GB file
each (Figure 1c).

4.4 Implications
Replication is not only costly in terms of storage require-
ments but also contributes to the problems of oversubscribed
networks [15] and poor disk performance [15] in production
clusters (e.g., traces from production clusters at Facebook
and Microsoft pointed out that replication results in almost
half of all cross-rack traffic [11]). Applying EC as an alter-
native to replication does not only reduce storage cost and
disk overhead but also results in lower network traffic (up
to 50%). In conclusion, given its performance, EC is feasible
for write applications, more importantly, EC sustains high
throughput for write operations under high concurrency.

5 Reading Data under EC
Why studying the read performance under EC? Reading
input data is the first step for any data-intensive application.
Many studies have discussed the importance of optimizing
the read step (i.e., reading input data) to improve the job
execution time - mainly through targeting high data local-
ity [10, 14, 20, 38]. Therefore, it is important to understand
read performance under EC. Typically, multiple jobs are
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(a) Read one file per client
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(b) Read 5 distinct files by 5 clients
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Figure 3. Read distinct files under REP and EC.

running concurrently (to achieve higher cluster utilization)
therefore we need to evaluate concurrent reads. Also, it is
possible that multiple jobs (could belong to different users)
use the same files as input, thus we study concurrent reads
of the same file under both storage policies.
What is the impact of EC on read performance? Clients
reading data under replication can contact any replica and
retrieve all the data from only one replica, this can provide
load balance between the nodes hosting the replicas under
concurrent reads. On the other hand, to read a block un-
der EC, the client needs to contact the data nodes and read
the data block in parallel. This might result in higher read
throughput if the network bandwidth is higher than disk
read bandwidth, but may cause an imbalance in the load as
nodes hosting parity chunks may serve fewer requests.

5.1 Read dataflow in HDFS
To read a file in HDFS, the client contacts the NN to get
the addresses of the DNs hosting each block of the file. For
each block, the DNs are ordered by the network distance to
the client and are randomized for the nodes that have the
same distance. The client then reads the blocks in order i.e.,
sequentially, one by one. Reading one block of data (without
any failure) has the same cost under both EC and REP, as the
same amount of data (equal to the block size) will be read
from disk and transferred over the network. However, under
EC the data block can be read in parallel from multiple DNs
(6 DNs in our configuration). This parallelization results in
better performance especially when the network bandwidth
is higher than the disk bandwidth [8].

5.2 Results of single read
The read throughput for different file sizes by one client is
depicted in Figure 3a. As we expect, EC performs better than
REP. Specifically, the read throughput is 1.4x to 4.95x higher
under EC compared to REP when increasing the file size
from 256 MB to 20 GB, respectively.

Table 1. Disk read throughput (MB/s) of active DNs in case
of single client read.

File size mean 25% 50% 75% max

EC

256 MB 35.42 26.62 42.00 42.75 43.00
1 GB 71.28 57.00 71.25 85.50 86.00
5 GB 74.59 65.51 85.33 85.51 85.67
10 GB 83.76 85.35 85.45 85.61 102.80
20 GB 83.39 77.44 85.39 86.85 102.80

REP

256 MB 85.33 85.33 85.33 85.33 85.33
1 GB 85.42 85.33 85.33 85.42 85.67
5 GB 85.19 85.46 85.67 85.67 102.40
10 GB 88.44 85.33 85.55 89.40 102.80
20 GB 86.63 83.19 85.50 92.86 102.60

When reading 20 GB file, REP achieves 116 MB/s read
throughput, while EC obtains a throughput of 575 MB/s
which is 4.95x higher than the throughput under REP. The
reason behind this is that an EC block is read from 6 nodes,
while under REP, a block is read from a single node. Therefore
– as the performance of the read operation is limited by the
disk – 6 disks are leveraged in parallel under EC, while a
single disk is used under REP. Hence, the throughput of the
read workload is strongly co-related with the performance
of the disks. Therefore, the performance gap between EC
and REP is clearer when increasing the file sizes, especially
when the disk throughput under EC increases.

Under replication, a block will be read sequentially from
the disk, hence, the disk will be exploited efficiently (i.e., the
throughput of the disk is between 85 MB/s and 100 MB/s
most of the time). On the other hand, under EC, a block will
be read in parallel from multiple nodes (6 nodes in our con-
figuration), therefore, each node reads a fraction of the block
(one data chunk of 43 MB) and thus cannot leverage the full
throughput of the disk. As we can see in Table 1, when the
size of the file is 256 MB, the disk throughput is limited by
the physical block size (43 MB/s) under EC. However, when
the client reads all the blocks of an EC group (6 blocks in our
configuration), the disk throughput of an individual node is
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Figure 4. Disk throughput of the DNs during the concurrent
read of 5 files by 5 clients each of 5 GB under EC.

fully utilized as 6 chunks belong to different blocks will be
read sequentially from the disk. For instance, when the file
size is 20 GB, the average disk throughputs (of active disks)
for both EC and replication are 83.4 MB/s and 86.6 MB/s (the
disk throughput is higher than 80 MB/s most of the time),
respectively. Hence, this explains the 4.95x performance dif-
ference.

Observation 3. Compared to 3-way replication, a block
(256 MB) is scattered on more DNs under EC. Therefore,
reading a file under EC has a clear advantage compared to
under REP, as multiple disks are leveraged in parallel.

5.3 Results of concurrent reads
Reading distinct files. When increasing the number of

concurrent clients to 5 – each reading a distinct file, the
gap between EC and REP starts to decline as shown in Fig-
ure 3b. Interestingly, with 40 concurrent clients, REP achieves
slightly higher throughput (clearer when the file size is 1 GB)
as shown in Figure 3c. Moreover, we notice that the per-
formance of read operations exhibits noticeable variation
in-between different clients under both REP and EC.

When 5 clients are reading 5 files, each has a size of 20 GB,
REP achieves 97 MB/s read throughput, while EC obtains
a throughput of 202 MB/s which is 2.08x higher than that
under REP. The average disk throughput of active DNs is
60 MB/s and 86 MB/s under EC and REP, respectively. The
average disk throughput under EC decreases – compared to
the one in case of 1 client (i.e., 83.4 MB/s) – which is due to
data skew. As shown in Figure 4, although most of the DNs
are serving data, some of them (around 6 DNs) serve more
clients a time which in turn results in exploiting the full
capacity of the disk (i.e., 125 MB/s) on those nodes. On the
other hand, the majority of nodes were serving 1 client most
of the time, thus low utilization of the disk. We observe that
disk throughputs are above 100 MB/s during 50% and 18%
of the read workload time under REP and EC, respectively.

Hence, this, in addition to the increase in the number of
contributing nodes (active disks), explains the decrease in
the performance difference from 4.95x to 2.08x between EC
and REP.
When 40 clients are reading 40 files, each has a size of

20 GB, we observe that HDFS suffers from obvious load im-
balance under both REP and EC. Under REP, at least one
disk was not active during 25% of the read workload (see
Figure 3d). Under EC, some DNs still serve more clients com-
pared to other DNs which in turn results in high contention
on the disks and thus low disk throughputs; disk through-
puts are above 100 MB/s during 40% and 2% under REP and
EC, respectively. As a result, the aggregated disk throughput
under EC is 1352 MB/s and is 1350 MB/s under REP, which
explains the 2% difference. In addition, this load imbalance
results in high variation in the latency of the read work-
load in-between clients, therefore, clients which are served
by nodes under heavy load need more time to read their files.

Reading the same file. Figure 5a shows the average read
throughput per client when 5 clients are reading the same file
concurrently. With 20 GB file, the average read throughput
is 506 MB/s under EC while it is 122 MB/s under REP, thus
4.14x faster under EC. To explain the difference, we inspect
the amount of read data and sent data at the cluster level.
Under EC, the cluster has an aggregated disk throughput
of 537.6 MB/s and network throughput of 2840 MB/s: each
block under EC is read once from the same nodes, cached
and then sent to the 5 clients; hence, network throughput is
5.2x higher than the disk throughput. However, under REP,
the cluster disk throughput is 322.5 MB/s and the network
has a throughput of 652.8 MB/s, 1.7x higher than the disk.
Here, a block is served by the 3 DNs at the same time: as a
block is available on 3 DNs, the DNs receive requests – from
different clients – to read the block, accordingly, the 3 DNs
will read the data from the disk, cache it and then sent it to
5 clients (one DN serves 1 or 2 clients). This explains why
the total amount of read bytes is 52.1 GB (2.6x the size of the
file) under REP and 20 GB under EC.
When increasing the number of concurrent clients to 40,

we notice that clients maintain their average throughput
under REP (119.2 MB/s) while it drops to 195.3 MB/s under
EC, as shown in Figure 5b. Under REP, each block is served
by 3 different DNs, so a block will be served by a new set of
DNs (3 DNs) while the previous block is still being served
to clients (new block is requested once a client out of the
40 clients finishes fetching the current block). Consequently,
disk throughput increases under REP from 322 MB/s with
5 clients to 367.6 MB/s and thus the network throughput
increases to 5079 MB/s. On the other hand, 6 DNs will be
continuously serving the 40 clients: each DN is responsible
for one original chunk. This will saturate the network band-
width of the DNs and cause variations in-between clients.
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Figure 5. Read the same file under REP and EC.

Table 2. Average aggregated cluster network and disk
throughput (MB/s) in case of concurrent read of the same
20 GB file by the number of clients.

Number of
clients

Network through-
put (MB/s)

Disk through-
put (MB/s)

EC REP EC REP
5 2840.3 652.8 537.6 322.5
10 5836.8 1331.5 552.8 374.2
20 7009.7 2648.2 384.1 376.1
40 8048.7 5079.1 229.2 367.6

Moreover, as the reading of a new block can start when
all the chunks are received by at least one client, the same
6 DNs will be serving two blocks (belong to the same EC
group) simultaneously and this will reduce the number of
disk read requests for the new block and at the same time
reduce the amount of data sent to clients through network
and further increase the variation. Even worse, the perfor-
mance degradation at the disk-level and the network-level
(and the resulted variation in the throughput in-between
clients) will be amplified when DNs are serving two succes-
sive EC groups. We observe that the number of disk requests
drops by almost 50% (from 50 to 24) when increasing the
number of clients from 5 to 40 clients. Consequently, the
disk throughput drops from 537.6 MB/s to 229.2 MB/s– the
disk throughputs of active DNs are less than 50 MB/s for
almost 80% of the read workload time. This, in addition to
the contention at the network due to the high concurrency,
results in a network throughput of only 8048 MB/s and a
variation of 5.7% in the throughput in-between clients.

Figure 5c depicts the read throughput of the same file
when increasing the number of clients. REP maintains the
same throughput per client, however, we can clearly see how
the throughput under EC drops with increasing the num-
ber of concurrent clients. Table 2 shows the cluster-level
network and disk throughput. REP maintains a stable disk
throughput when increasing the number of clients and rel-
ative increase of network throughput with the number of
clients. However, under EC, the disk throughput drops while

the network throughput increases sub-linearly.

Observation 4. The goal of presenting data as EC groups
is to reduce metadata overhead in the NN, but it results in
a high imbalance in data distribution across DNs compared
to replication. This, in turn, causes stragglers when high
concurrent reads are performed to either distinct files or
the same file, and therefore, it reduces the advantage of
parallel chunks reads. Specifically, DNs which are serving
data continuously to multiple clients will exhibit low disk
throughput due to high contention on disk (distinct files)
or high contention at the network (same file).

5.4 Implications
The advantage of striped block layout under EC is to enable
parallel data reads. However, the use of EC groups (to reduce
metadata overhead) reduces this advantage under concur-
rent reads (by different clients). Because it introduces imbal-
ance in the data access across DNs which, in turn, causes
stragglers. Therefore, mitigating stragglers under concurrent
access is essential. While late binding can be employed (as
in EC-Cache [31]), it comes with the cost of extra network
transfer. Moreover, intelligent data access can be used (as in
EC-Store [7]), but this method requires historical analysis of
data access. On the other hand, reads under EC benefit more
from OS caches than replication as data blocks are always
read from the same node, which might be beneficial for iter-
ative applications. In conclusion, the previous experiments
demonstrate the feasibility and the advantages of using EC
for read operations in large-scale clusters.

6 Related Work
Zhang et al. [40] show the performance benefits of EC when
the intermediate and output data of MapReduce applica-
tions are encoded compared to 3-ways replication. Yao et
al. [36] demonstrate that encoding the intermediate data of
MapReduce like applications can provide faster recovery af-
ter failures especially for multi-stage applications. Darrous et
al. [13] study the impact of ECwith striped data layout on the
performance of Sort, Wordcount and Kmeans applications
under different system configurations (e.g., failures, different
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back-end storage devices and network configurations, etc.).
Among their findings, they also show that disk contention
caused by chunks distribution affects the performance of
data-intensive applications under EC. Li et al. [24, 25] pro-
pose to collocate original data chunks and parity chunks
on the same nodes to improve data locality (increase the
number of local map tasks). This work is complementary to
the aforementioned studies in that it specifically targets un-
derstanding the performance of (concurrent) write and read
operations when the clients reside outside Hadoop cluster
and provides a more detailed analysis of the network and
disk performance under EC.

7 Conclusion
Efficient data access in large-scale storage systems is an im-
portant problem with the current rate of data generation.
Erasure codes are increasingly deployed in many storage sys-
tems as cost-efficient alternative to replication. In this paper,
we experimentally evaluate the performance of data read
and write operations in HDFS under both replication and era-
sure coding. Our findings can be summarized as follows: (1)
Write operations under replication have higher throughput
than under EC for a single client. However, when increas-
ing the number of concurrent clients, the throughput under
EC approaches that under replication and even outperforms
it under high concurrency. In addition, applying EC as an
alternative to replication does not only reduce storage cost
and disk overhead but also results in lower network traffic.
(2) When reading data, EC can leverage parallel reads from
multiple disks and deliver a 4.95x higher throughput than
replication for a single client. However, under high concur-
rency, the performance of EC is impacted by the imbalanced
load across nodes, which is caused by the distribution of
chunks and the design of EC group.
As future work, we plan to implement a new data place-

ment strategy that targets balancing the data load across
nodes and study its impact on the performance of read/write
operations and MapReduce applications in shared Hadoop
clusters.
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